Abstract. Andreatta-Iovita-Pilloni constructed eigenvarieties for cuspidal Hilbert modular forms. The eigenvariety has a natural map to the weight space, called the weight map. At a classical point, we compute a lower bound of the dimension of the tangent space of the fiber of the weight map using Galois deformation theory. Along with the classicality theorem due to Tian-Xiao, this enables us to characterize the classical points of the eigenvariety which are ramified over the weight space, in terms of the local splitting behavior of the associated Galois representation.
Introduction
Let F be a totally real field of degree d over Q. Andreatta, Iovita, and Pilloni constructed the cuspidal Hilbert eigenvariety E parametrizing p-adic overconvergent cuspidal Hilbert Hecke eigenforms of finite slope over F ( [AIP16] ). Let
rig be the weight space, which parametrizes continuous characters on (O F ⊗ Z Z p )
× . Both the cuspidal Hilbert eigenvariety E and the weight space W are (d + 1)-dimensional rigid analytic spaces over Q p . Moreover there is a natural map from the cuspidal Hilbert eigenvariety to the weight space, the weight map wt : E → W, sending an overconvergent Hecke eigenform to its weight character. For example, a classical Hilbert modular form has weight ((k τ ) τ , w) ∈ Z d+1 , where τ runs through archimedean places of F , and its weight character is (z, z ′ ) → τ τ (z) kτ · z ′w .
Our purpose is to study the ramification locus of the cuspidal Hilbert eigenvariety over the weight space from the perspective of Galois representations. Let x ∈ E be a point on the cuspidal Hilbert eigenvariety. Then x corresponds to f , a normalized overconvergent cuspidal Hilbert Hecke eigenform of finite slope. There is a p-adic Galois representation ρ x : Gal F → GL 2 (C p ) associated to x matching the Frobenius eigenvalues of ρ x with the Hecke eigenvalues of f . Now assume that p splits completely in F . Also assume that f is classical (Definition 3.2). Then the weight of f is ((k τ ) τ , w) ∈ Z d+1 , where k τ , w ∈ Z, w ≥ k τ ≥ 2 and k τ ≡ w (mod 2) for all archimedean places τ of F . One knows that for all primes p | p of F , the U p -eigenvalue λ p of f satisfies
Here τ p is the archimedean place of F identified with the p-adic place p via a fixed isomorphism C ∼ = Q p , and val p is the p-adic valuation normalized such that val p (p) = 1. The rational number val p (λ p ) is called the p-slope of f , and the maximal possible p-slope
is called the critical p-slope. Our main theorem says that a classical point x ∈ E is ramified with respect to the weight map if and only if there exists p | p such that the local Galois representation ρ x | Gal Fp splits and x has critical p-slope.
In fact, we provide two more equivalent statements. One of the statements involve the theta operator Θ, which is an endomorphism on the space of overconvergent Hilbert modular forms. See Section 2.4 for the precise definition of the theta operator. Here is our main theorem. Theorem 1.1. Assume p splits completely in F . Let f be a classical cuspidal Hilbert Hecke eigenform of weight (k, w) of finite slope. For each prime p of F above p, let λ p denote the U p -eigenvalue of f , and assume that val p (λ p ) = w−1 2 . Let x ∈ E be the point on the cuspidal Hilbert eigenvariety E corresponding to f . Then the following are equivalent.
(1) The point x is ramified with respect to the weight map wt : E → W.
(2) There exists an overconvergent cuspidal Hilbert generalized Hecke eigenform f ′ with the same Hecke eigenvalues and weight as f , but which is not a scalar multiple of f . (3) f is in the image of Θ. (4) There exists a prime p of F above p such that the local Galois representation ρ x | GalF p splits and x has critical p-slope.
We make some remarks about the theorem. When F = Q, a conjecture of Greenberg says that a classical cuspidal Hecke eigenform has complex multiplication (CM) if and only if its p-adic Galois representation splits locally at p. Hence assuming the conjecture of Greenberg, Theorem 1.1 says that a classical point of critical slope on the eigencurve is ramified if and only it is CM. This was conjectured by Coleman ([Col96, Remark 2 in Sec. 7]). In fact, the conjecture of Greenberg was proved by Emerton in weight 2 ( [Eme] ). For general F , we can formulate a generalization of the conjecture of Greenberg: a classical cuspidal Hilbert Hecke eigenform is CM if and only if its p-adic Galois representation splits locally at all primes of F above p. In the case of parallel weight 2, the argument of Emerton implies that the Galois representation splitting at one p-adic prime of F is CM, and hence also splits at all other p-adic primes. We conjecture that this holds for general weights. Geometrically, this means that a classical point x ∈ E of critical slope is ramified if and only if it is CM.
In Theorem 1.1, the equivalence between (1) and (4) was known for F = Q. It was first proven by BreuilEmerton ([BE10, Théorème 1.1.3]), an ingredient in their work to prove p-adic local-global compatibility for GL 2 over Q in the locally reducible case. Later Bergdall gave a different and simpler proof ([Ber14] ). Our proof for a general totally real field F is a generalization of Bergdall's idea.
The structure of the proof of Theorem 1.1 is as follows: We prove the equivalence of (1) and (2) in Lemma 5.5. This is basically unwinding the definitions. The equivalence of (2) and (3) is Corollary 3.9, strongly relying on a classicality theorem at critical slope deduced from Tian-Xiao's work ( [TX16] ). The implication from (3) to (4) is Proposition 4.2. The key is an argument of companion forms, with a slight complication in the case of totally real fields not equal to Q because of the presence of multiple theta operators. Finally the implication from (4) to (1) is a corollary of the following theorem, a computation of the dimension of the tangent space of the fiber of the weight map. Theorem 1.2 (Theorem 6.1). Assume that p splits completely in F . Let f be a classical cuspidal Hilbert Hecke eigenform of finite slope. For each prime p of F above p, let λ p denote the U p -eigenvalue of f . Let x be the point on the cuspidal Hilbert eigenvariety E corresponding to f . Then the tangent space T x E wt(x) of the fiber of wt at x satisfies dimk (x) T x E wt(x) ≥ #{p | the local representation ρ x | Gal Fp splits and x has critical p-slope}, wherek(x) is the residue field of the point x.
The essence of the proof of the theorem is a computation in Galois deformation theory. To set up a Galois deformation problem characterizing overconvergent Hilbert modular forms, we use the analytic continuation of crystalline periods for overconvergent modular forms. This is due to [KPX14] and [Liu15] independently, building on the work of Kisin for F = Q ( [Kis03] ). With a computation in Galois cohomology, the condition " ρ x | GalF p splits and x has critical p-slope" forces the first order deformations of ρ x to have constant τ pHodge-Tate-Sen weights. As for other primes p ′ of F above p for which the condition does not hold, fixing Hodge-Tate-Sen weight is a codimension one condition. Hence the number of p-adic primes for which the condition does not hold is basically the codimension of the tangent space of the fiber inside the whole tangent space of the eigenvariety. This gives the lower bound of the dimension of the fiber as in the theorem.
We make a digression here to mention a few related works. The analog of Theorem 1.1 in the weight 1 case has been studied by many people. When F = Q, Bellaïche-Dimitrov proved that a weight 1 Hecke eigenform is ramified over the weight space if and only if it has real multiplication (RM) ( [BD16] ). This is generalized by Betina to the case of Hilbert modular forms of parallel weight 1 ( [Bet16] ). The analog of Theorem 1.1 in the case of Eisenstein series of critical slope is also of interest. When F = Q, Bellaïche-Chenevier established an equivalent condition for an Eisenstein series of critical slope to be ramified over the weight space, in terms of p-adic zeta values ( [BC06] ). There is also a forthcoming work of Adel Betina, Mladen Dimitrov and Sheng-Chi Shih, investigating the local structure of the Hilbert cuspidal eigenvariety at weight 1 Eisenstein points.
In the presence of a ramification point on the eigenvariety, one can further ask for an explicit description of the associated generalized Hecke eigenform. Darmon-Lauder-Rotger gave a formula for the Fourier coefficients of the associated generalized Hecke eigenform in the weight 1 RM case ( [DLR15] ). This is also generalized by Betina to Hilbert modular forms of parallel weight 1 ( [Bet16] ).
Structure of the paper. In Section 2 we review the various definitions of Hilbert modular forms. In Section 3 we define overconvergent Hilbert modular forms geometrically and recall the classicality theorem proven by Tian-Xiao. We also prove the equivalence of (2) and (3) of Theorem 1.1 in Corollary 3.9. In Section 4 we begin the perspective of Galois representations and prove that (3) implies (4) in Proposition 4.2. In Section 5 we review the construction of Hilbert cuspidal eigenvariety and deduce the equivalence of (1) and (2) in Lemma 5.5. The last Section 6 focuses on Galois deformation theory and we prove Theorem 1.2 (Theorem 6.1). 
Hence the character group of T is the subgroup of Z Σ∞ × Z Σ∞ consisting of those (k τ , w τ ) τ such that k τ ≡ w τ (mod 2) for all τ ∈ Σ ∞ . We will only consider the subgroup of the character group of T consisting of those characters which are of finite order when restricted to Z(Z) ∼ = O × F . The condition means that w τ = w is independent of τ ∈ Σ ∞ . This is because by the proof of Dirichlet unit theorem, the image of O × F → R Σ∞ , a → (log |τ (a)|) τ forms a lattice inside the hyperplane τ ∈Σ∞ x τ = 0. We will see in Section 2.2 the reason why we only consider such characters of T .
By a weight, we mean a tuple
2.2. Automorphic perspective. We follow [Bum97, Chap. 3] and [BJ79] for the exposition in this section. Let K ∞ be O 2 (F ⊗ Q R), a maximal compact subgroup of G(R), and K 0 ∞ = SO 2 (F ⊗ Q R) be its connected component containing the identity. Let g = gl 2 (F ⊗ Q R) be the Lie algebra of G(R), U (g) its universal enveloping algebra over C, and Z(g) the center of U (g). In our case,
, where
, and
is the Casimir element, with
(1) φ is a smooth function, i.e., smooth in g ∞ ∈ G(R) and locally constant in g
There is an ideal I of Z(g) of finite codimension annihilating φ, where for X ∈ Z(g),
is slowly increasing, i.e., there exist a constant C and a positive integer N (depending on g ∞ ) such that for all g ∞ ∈ G(R),
Here the norm g ∞ is the length of the vector
The compact open subgroup K in (2) is called the level of φ. We say φ is cuspidal if
for all g ∈ G(A). Here du is an additive Haar measure on F \A F . We define the notion of weights for automorphic forms for G(A). First note that K ∞ · (F ⊗ Q R) >0 is a maximal torus of G(R), so according to the discussion in Section 2.1, its characters can be represented by
be the union of the upper and lower half planes in C. Given (k τ , w τ ) τ , define an automorphy factor j :
where we write
. . , i))φ(g), and (4') φ is annihilated by the ideal I of Z(g) generated by ∆ τ − kτ 2 (1 − kτ 2 ) and Z τ − (w τ − 2). Note that (3') implies (3) and (4') implies (4) in the definition of automorphic forms.
We show that the weights (k τ , w τ ) are always in the form (k, w), namely, w τ = w is independent of τ . Let φ be an automorphic form for G(A) of weight (k τ , w τ ) τ and level K. We may assume that φ has a central character, i.e., there exists χ :
, and hence φ is a finite sum of those automorphic forms of the same weight and level admitting central characters. Write
Since any character χ
We have seen in Section 2.1 that this condition implies w τ = w is independent of τ ∈ Σ ∞ . This is why we defined a weight to be (k, w) instead of (k τ , w τ ) τ .
We use automorphic forms for G(A) to define Hilbert modular forms. We have (h
Since the stabilizer of (i, . .
, and φ satisfies the invariance property (3'), f φ is welldefined. In addition, f φ satisfies the following conditions.
(
We call f φ a Hilbert modular form of weight (k, w) and level K. We say f φ is cuspidal if φ is. Write M (k,w) (K, C) for the space of Hilbert modular forms of weight (k, w) and level K, and S (k,w) (K, C) for the subspace of cusp forms. 
be the homomorphism
We may let G(R) act on homomorphisms h :
Hence the G(R)-conjugacy class of h 0 is identified with the Hermitian symmetric domain
be the Shimura variety of G with level K; it is a complex algebraic variety with C-points
Let µ 0 be the Hodge cocharacter associated to h 0 , i.e., the homomorphism
where by (z, 1) ∈ S(C) we mean
Σ∞ , where P is the upper triangular subgroup, the standard Borel, of G.
We have the Borel embedding β : (h
Σ∞ . Let Z s be the largest subtorus of Z which splits over R but has no subtorus splitting
Moreover, the category of G C -vector bundles on the compact dual is equivalent to the category of finitedimensional complex representations of
Let det τ be the 1-dimensional representation of P C,τ given by taking the determinant. It can be computed that the automorphy factor ofŠ td P,τ is
where
τ of P C . Note that Z s,C is in the kernel of the representation as long as the exponent k τ ofŠ td P,τ and the exponent m τ of det τ are such that −k τ + 2m τ is independent of τ . Then we have a geometric interpretation for the space of Hilbert modular forms
There is a canonical model of Sh K (G) over the reflex field Q of G. Assume the level K is of the form
K , the moduli space of c-polarized Hilbert-Blumenthal abelian varieties (HBAVs) of level K, where c is a fractional ideal of O F and runs through a fixed set of representatives for the strict class group Cl + (F ). Then the integral model of
2 , where c again is a fractional ideal of O F and runs through a fixed set of representatives for the strict class group Cl + (F ) of F Hence the integral model of Sh K (G) is a course moduli space parametrizing HBAVs with extra data. On the other hand, when
the quotient map is in fact an isomorphism from a geometric component to its image, and hence Sh K (G) is a fine moduli space in this case. Moreover, given a compact open subgroup K ⊂ G(A ∞ ), by shrinking the prime-to-p level K p , one can always reach a level K ′ for which (*) is satisfied ([TX16, Lemma 2.5]). We continue to denote the integral model by Sh K (G).
Let K = K p K p with K p hyperspecial, and assume K satisfies (*). One can construct an arithmetic toroidal compactification Sh
. The arithmetic toroidal compactifications are smooth projective over Z (p) . Let D be the toroidal boundary Sh
The toroidal boundary is a relative simple normal crossing Cartier divisor of Sh tor K (G) relative to Spec Z (p) . There also exists a polarized semi-abelian scheme A sa over Sh tor K (G) with an O F -action, extending the universal abelian scheme
, locally free of rank 2, extending the relative first de Rham cohomology of the universal abelian scheme on Sh K (G). The Hodge filtration also extends:
Let F Gal be the Galois closure of F , and R an O F Gal ,(p) -module. After base change to R, we can decompose the O F -modules using the archimedean places τ : O F → R of F , and the τ -component gives
Hence after base change to R, one can define an integral model of the automorphic vector bundles ω
but not necessarily satisfying (*), Define the space of Hilbert modular forms of weight (k, w) and level K with coefficients in R to be
where K ′ ⊂ K is a compact open subgroup satisfying (*). And we define the subspace of cuspidal Hilbert modular forms to be
, which coincides with the previous definition of Hilbert modular forms when R = C.
Theta operators.
As before, we choose T , the diagonal subgroup of G, to be our fixed maximal torus, and P , the upper triangular subgroup, to be our fixed Borel subgroup of G. The Weyl group W of G is {±1} Σ∞ . For a subset J ⊂ Σ ∞ , let s J ∈ {±1} Σ∞ be the element whose τ -component is 1 if τ ∈ J and is −1 if τ / ∈ J. In particular s Σ∞ is the identity element. We have the usual dot action of W on the character group of Res OF /Z , the diagonal subgroup of G der : w · χ = w(χ + ρ) − ρ, where ρ is half of the sum of the positive roots. In our notation, this means that {±1} Σ∞ acts on
∈ J. Let J be a subset of Σ ∞ . Let f be a local section of ω (sJ ·k,w) with q-expansion at a cusp of Sh
where ξ runs through 0 and the set of totally positive elements in a lattice of F . Define a differential operator of order k τ − 1
3. Classicality theorems 3.1. Overconvergent Hilbert modular forms. Let L be a subfield of C containing F Gal . The fixed embedding ι p : C ∼ − → Q p induces a p-adic place P of L. Let k 0 be the residue field of L P . As in Section 2.3, let Sh K (G) over Z (p) be the integral model of the Shimura variety of G of level K, where K = K p K p with K p hyperspecial and K satisfying (*). To simplify notation, let X K and X tor K be Sh K (G) and Sh 
where V runs through a fundamental system of strict neighborhoods of ]X tor,ord K
[ in X tor K . Let (k, w) be a weight. Assume K does not necessarily satisfy (*), but choose K ′ ⊂ K which does. Define the space of overconvergent Hilbert modular forms of weight (k, w) and level K with coefficients in L P to be
and the subspace of overconvergent cuspidal Hilbert modular forms to be
Note that the theta operator Θ τ,kτ −1 defined in Section 2.4 induces a map
. We write Θ k for the sum of these maps over τ ∈ Σ ∞ Θ k :
We recall the theory of canonical subgroups for Hilbert modular varieties ( [GK12] , [TX16, Sec. 3.11]), so that we may define classical overconvergent Hilbert modular forms, as well as the partial Frobenius Fr p and U p -operator later in Section 3.
, and hence a map
Here σ is the Frobenius on k 0 and σ acts on Σ ∞ by using the fixed embedding ι p : C ∼ − → Q p to identify Σ ∞ with the set of p-adic embeddings Hom(F, Q p ), and with Hom(O F , k 0 ) since p is unramified in F . In other word, we have h τ ∈ H 0 (X K , ω 
For any r ∈ Q Σp , there is a strict neighborhood 
Lemma 3.1. There are canonical injections
Proof. For r ∈ Q Σp such that r p < p for all p ∈ Σ p , the existence of canonical subgroups over ]X 
This is an injection because the zero set of any section of ω (k,w) must have positive codimension. The left hand side is exactly M (k,w) (K p Iw p , L P ) by rigid GAGA. The right hand side admits a map into
Hence we obtain the desired injection
3.2. Rigid Cohomology. Let (k, w) be a cohomological weight. Let Std G,τ : G C ∼ = (GL 2,C ) Σ∞ → GL 2,C be the standard representation of G of projection onto the τ -factor, andŠ td G,τ its contragredient. Write F (k,w) for the automorphic vector bundle on X K,C coming from the representation
τ of G C (and in particular of P C ), which is trivial on Z s,C . The fact that F (k,w) comes from a representation of G C and not just P C gives an integrable connection
has log poles along D.
and by DR
and the compactly-supported version
Classicality. We recall the classicality results of Tian and Xiao ([TX16]). Let
be the abstract prime-to-p Hecke algebra of level 
Let N be an integral ideal of O F prime to p. Put
and K 1 (N) p its prime-to-p part.
Theorem 3.4 ([TX16, Theorem 6.9]). Let f ∈ S †
(k,w) (K 1 (N), L P ) be an overconvergent cuspidal Hilbert Hecke eigenform. For each prime p ∈ Σ p , let λ p be the U p -eigenvalue of f . If Here p 1 is given by (A sa , C p ) → A sa and p 2 is given by (A sa , C p ) → A sa /C p ([GK12, Theorem 5.4.4(1), Appendix]). Note that p 1 is an isomorphism. We have an isogeny
Definition of
Let ]X 
and on the de Rham complexes
We then define the partial Frobenius Fr p as p 1 * • π * p • p * 2 , or more precisely w) ), and p * 1 is the trace map ,w) ) of the finite flat p 1 (in fact p 1 is an isomorphism). Taking lim − → over r and taking cohomology, we then get Fr p on the rigid cohomology
Similarly, we define the U p -operator as
We also define the S p -operator w) ) be the interior cohomology, i.e.,
The Poincaré duality
a perfect pairing on the interior cohomologies. One can twist the second factor by the Atkin-Lehner operator w N to make the pairing equivariant for Hecke operators T l and S l where l is a prime of F not dividing pN, as well as S p ([Dim13, Sec. 3.9]). More precisely, let * be the involution g → det(g) −1 g on G = Res OF /Z GL 2 , which induces an isomorphism * :
, and thus
K1(N)
. This induces an isomorphism on cohomologies
Applying the isomorphism ( * • w N ) −1 on the second factor, the coefficient sheafF (k,w) is dualized back to F (k,w) and the Poincaré pairing becomes Hecke equivariant. We denote the modified Poincaré pairing by
We want to compute the adjoint operator of U p with respect to the modified Poincaré pairing.
Lemma 3.5. The adjoint operator of U p with respect to ( , ) is Fr p .
Proof. w) ) is defined through the U p -correspondence using w) ), the adjoint operator of U p with respect to the (non-twisted) Poincaré pairing is defined through the transpose correspondence, i.e. using
We can write (π * p ) ∨ in another way: We have seen that
. Hence we have the map
* is the S p -operator. Hence we conclude that the adjoint operator of U p with respect to the (non-twisted) Poincaré pairing is
Here the second equality is because the morphism π * p induced by isogeny commutes with base change, and the fourth equality is because q 2 is an isomorphism and hence q 2 * • q * 2 = id. w−2 is the diamond operator at p, which maps (A, P ) to (A, ̟ p ·P ). We conclude that the adjoint operator of U p with respect to the modified Poincaré pairing is
3.6. Classicality in critical slope. We deduce from Section 3.3 some classicality results in the case
. Definition 3.6. Let M be an L P -vector space on which U p acts for all p ∈ Σ p , and α ∈ Q Σp . We write M α for the slope α part of M . Namely, M α is the sub-L P -vector space of M consisting of m ∈ M such that for all p ∈ Σ p , there exists a polynomial P p (T ) ∈ L P [T ] such that its roots in C p all have p-adic valuation α p and P p (U p ) annihilates M .
The main result of this subsection is the following proposition.
for all p ∈ Σ p . Then there is a Hecke equivariant isomorphism
, then such an isomorphism is given by
Here ι cusp (see Lemma 3.1 for definition) induces an isomorphism on the slope α part by Theorem 3.4. The second equality is because if τ = τ p , then the image of Θ τ,kτ −1 must have U p -slope at least
([TX16, Corollary 3.24]). The last isomorphism comes from combining the two isomorphisms in Theorem 3.3 for usual and compactly supported cohomology groups. Now let Σ ⊂ Σ p be a subset of primes p of F above p. Let α be such that α p = w+kτ p −2 2 for p ∈ Σ and
where w p is the Atkin-Lehner operator at p. The map w satisfies
where l is a prime of F not dividing Np. Note that w is defined so that it satisfies Lemma 3 .20]), w restricts to an isomorphism
where ϕ :
is the isomorphism proven in the first paragraph. Then the Hecke operators T l and S l are self-adjoint with respect to [ , ] because they are self-adjoint with respect to ( , ), and they commute with w. Moreover, U p is also self-adjoint with respect
(1) For every finite place l ∤ pN of F , ρ f is unramified at l and
where Frob l is the arithmetic Frobenius at l.
has Hodge-Tate-Sen weights
ϕ=λp is non-zero and lies in Fil
Proof. This is a theorem due to the work of many people. When f is classical, the construction of ρ f and the verification of (1) was due to Carayol when d is odd and under an additional assumption when d is even ( [Car86] ). The method is to use Jacquet-Langlands correspondence to find the desired Galois representation in the cohomology of Shimura curves. On the other hand, Wiles used p-adic variation of ordinary modular forms and the theory of pseudo-representations to deal with ordinary f ( [Wil88] 
2 ) τ , w). Since Z Σ∞ × Z is the character group of Res OF /Z G m × G m , we define the weight space of G to be Let H Np be the abstract Hecke algebra away from Np. This is a commutative Q p -algebra generated by the operators T l and S l for l prime to Np. Let U p be the Q p -algebra generated by the U p -operators for all p ∈ Σ p . Andreatta-Iovita-Pilloni defined an action of the algebra N) ), H Np ⊗ Qp U p , , U p ), as well as a weight map wt : E N → W. We sketch the construction: for any admissible affinoid open U ⊂ W, let Z U be the spectral variety of U p , i.e., the closed subspace of U × A 1 cut out by the characteristic series of U p . There is an admissible cover of Z U , consisting of affinoid subdomains V of Z U such that there exists an affinoid subdomain U ′ of U with the preimage of U ′ containing V and also V surjecting onto U ′ ([Buz07, Theorem 4.6]). Since over V only finitely many non-zero U p -eigenvalues can show up, one can split off the finite-dimensional U p -generalized eigenspace N of S † (K 1 (N))(U) corresponding to these finitely many U p -eigenvalues. Let H(V) be the image of
, Andreatta-Iovita-Pilloni actually used the µ N -level where N ∈ Z ≥4 instead of K 1 (N)-level. But the construction works through the more general setting.
We summarize some important properties of the cuspidal Hilbert eigenvariety.
Theorem 5.4 ([AIP16, Theorem 5.1]).
(1) The cuspidal Hilbert eigenvariety E N is equidimensional of dimension d + 1.
(2) The weight map wt is, locally on E N and W, finite and surjective.
(3) For all κ ∈ W(C p ), wt −1 (κ) is in bijection with the finite-slope Hecke eigenvalues appearing in
There is a universal Hecke character λ :
There is a universal pseudo-character
for all prime l of O F prime to Np. Here as before Frob l is the arithmetic Frobenius at l. (6) For all x ∈ E N , there is a semisimple Galois representation
Here | x denotes composing with the specialization map O E N →k(x) to the residue fieldk(x) of x.
Below we will prove the equivalence of (1) and (2) in Theorem 1.1. Recall that if f : X → Y is a morphism of rigid analytic varieties, then f is étale at
Lemma 5.5. Let f ∈ S † κ (K 1 (N), C p ) be an overconvergent cuspidal Hilbert Hecke eigenform of finite slope. Let x ∈ E N be the point corresponding to f . Then x is a non-étale point with respect to wt : E N → W if and only if there exists an overconvergent cuspidal Hilbert generalized Hecke eigenform f ′ with the same Hecke eigenvalues and weight as f , but which is not a scalar multiple of f .
Proof. We have κ = wt(x). Since wt is locally-on-the-domain finite flat, O E N ,x is flat over O W,κ . Also O W,κ /m κ is a field of characteristic 0, for which all finite field extensions are separable. Hence by defintion, x is a non-étale point with respect to wt if and only if O E N ,x /m κ O E N ,x is not a field. This means that m κ O E N ,x m x . Or equivalently there exists an overconvergent cuspidal Hilbert modular form f ′ ∈ S † κ (K 1 (N), L P ) annihilated by some power of m x but not m x itself, i.e., f ′ is a generalized Hecke eigenform with the same Hecke eigenvalues as f , but which is not a scalar multiple of f .
Galois deformations
Let (k, w) be a cohomological weight. Let f ∈ S (k,w) (K 1 (N)Iw p , L P ) be a Hecke eigenform of finite slope. For each prime p ∈ Σ p , let λ p be the U p -eigenvalue of f . Assume that val p (λ p ) = w−1 2 for any p ∈ Σ p . Let x ∈ E be the point on the cuspidal Hilbert eigenvariety E := E N corresponding to f . Let ρ : Gal F → GL(V ) be the p-adic Galois representation corresponding to f as in Theorem 4.1. Here V is a 2-dimensionalk(x)-vector space, wherek(x) is the residue field of x ∈ E. For all p ∈ Σ p , we have
The goal of this section is to use Galois deformation theory to prove the following theorem. , then x is a ramification point of E. Moreover, the tangent space of the fiber of wt at x has dimension ≥ #{p ∈ Σ p | ρ| GalF p splits and val p (λ p ) = w+kτ p −2 2 }.
6.1. Galois deformation rings. In this subsection, we define various Galois deformation rings needed in the proof of Theorem 6.1. We define a deformation functor D on the category of Artinian localk(x)-algebras with residue fieldk(x). For any suchk(x)-algebra A, let D(A) be the set of strict equivalence classes of continuous representations
(1) for all primes l of F not dividing p, ρ A and ρ are the same after restricting to the inertia subgroup at l, (2) for p ∈ Σ p , the sum of the two Hodge-Tate-Sen weights of V A | GalF p is independent of p, and . Since we assume that for any p ∈ Σ p , the U p -slope of f is not w−1 2 , the ϕ-eigenvalues on D cris ( V | GalF p ) has multiplicity one. Hence we may apply [Kis03, Proposition 8.13], which says that condition (3) is a deformation condition.
Let S be the universal deformation ring pro-representing the deformation functor of ρ with condition (1) and (3). For p ∈ Σ p , let S p be the versal deformation ring for ρ| Gal Fp . Write ϕ p : Spf S → Spf S p for the map induced by restricting a Galois deformation to the decomposition group at p. By [Sen88, Theorem, p.659], given p ∈ Σ p , the sum of Hodge-Tate-Sen weights of the universal deformation V S | GalF p is an analytic function f p on Spf S p . One can then construct the universal deformation ring R of ρ with condition (1), (2) and (3) by taking the quotient of S by the ideal generated by ϕ * p f p − ϕ * p ′ f p ′ with p, p ′ ∈ Σ p distinct p-adic primes of F . We thus conclude the pro-representability of D.
As for D 0 , since we assumed the weight of f is cohomological, for any p ∈ Σ p , the two p-Hodge-Tate-Sen weights are distinct. Hence the condition that a deformation has a constant p-Hodge-Tate-Sen weights can be described as the vanishing of symmetric polynomials in the two p-Hodge-Tate-Sen weights. Again using [Sen88, Theorem, p.659], one may construct the universal deformation ring R 0 of D 0 as a quotient of R.
Proposition 6.3.
(1) The tangent space T x E := Homk (x) (O E,x ,k(x)[ε]/ε 2 ) of E at x is a subspace of D(k(x)[ε]/ε 2 ). (2) Let E wt(x) := E × W wt(x) be the fiber of wt at wt(x). Then the tangent space T x E wt(x) of the fiber is the intersection of T x E and D 0 (k(x)[ε]/ε 2 ).
Proof.
(1) By the assumption that f is classical and cuspidal, ρ : Gal F → GL(V ) ∼ = GL 2 (k(x)) is absolutely irreducible. whose residual representation is ρ and whose trace gives the pseudo-character T composed with O E → O E,x . Since the Galois representation satisfies the conditions in the deformation functor D, we have a morphism R → O E,x . Note that by construction of E, O E,x is generated by the primeto-Np Hecke eigenvalues and the U p -eigenvalues. They are traces of Frobenius and the crystalline period λ p of the universal Galois representation, respectively, and hence they lie in the image of the universal deformation ring R. We thus conclude that the morphism R → O E,x is surjective. This induces an injection on the Zariski tangent spaces T x E ֒→ Hom(R,k(x)[ε]/ε 2 ) = D(k(x)[ε]/ε 2 ). (2) From Theorem 4.1(2), we know that the Hodge-Tate-Sen weights and the weight are determined by each other.
We will also need some auxiliary deformation sub-functors of D. Given p ∈ Σ p , let D p ⊂ D be the sub-functor of deformations with a constant p-Hodge-Tate-Sen weight w−kτ p 2 .
Lemma 6.4. D p is pro-representable by some complete localk(x)-algebra R p and dim R p ≥ dim R − 1.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 6.2, let ϕ p : Spf R → Spf S p be the map induced by restricting a Galois deformation to the decomposition group at p. Since we assumed the weight of f is cohomological, the two p-Hodge-Tate-Sen weights are distinct. Hence the condition that a deformation has a constant pHodge-Tate-Sen weight 2 ) and deduce Theorem 6.1. We begin to use the assumptions of f in Theorem 6.1 that there exists p ∈ Σ p such that ρ| GalF p splits and val p (λ p ) = w+kτ p −2 2
. Let Σ ⊂ Σ p be a subset such that ρ| GalF p splits and val p (λ p ) = w+kτ p −2 2 for all p ∈ Σ. Write ρ| GalF p = ψ p,1 ⊕ ψ p,2 for p ∈ Σ. Without loss of generality, we assume that for p ∈ Σ, val p (λ p ) is the Hodge-Tate weight of ψ p,2 . It is known that first order deformations of a representation is equivalent to self-extensions of the representation. Hence D(k(x)[ε]/ε 2 ) is a subspace of Ext 1 GalF (V, V ), which is further identified with H 1 (Gal F , V ⊗V * ). For any p ∈ Σ p , we write loc p for the restriction map
p,j ). Write loc p ( V ) = (e p,ij ) according to this decomposition.
Lemma 6.5. Let p ∈ Σ, so that e p,22 makes sense. Then e p,22 is a crystalline cohomology class, i.e. 
